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EduTouch SC26B Webcam

EduTouch SC26B Webcam 

4K Ultra Wide-angle 

SC26B business webcam delivers 4K Ultra HD video at 30 fps with a 

layer optical glass lens to achieve outstanding picture quality and clarity. 

120-degree FoV ultra wide-angle makes nothing missed in the meeting. 

Clear, Crisp, and Natural Audio

SC26B features dual integrated omnidirectional mics with noise-canceling 

algorithm and detects audio from up to 4 meters away. 

High Dynamic Range Technology

The pioneering 2D & 3D DNR technology in SC26B delivers incredible 

image quality, ensures crisp and clear visuals for videos and photos. 

From low light to bright backlit, high dynamic range (HDR) technology 

automatically adjusts to always look your best. 

Auto-Framing

Empowered with advanced AI technologies including face detection, the 

camera automatically adjusts to the best framing solutions according to the 

participants' quantity and location. Real-time close-up to the presenter and 

manual operations free allow all attendees well focus on the meeting.

360° Free Rotation 

DFoV 120° viewing angle combined with smooth 360°horizontal and other 

differnent angle adjustments to meet versatile needs. 

Easy Plug and Play

No need to install plugins, simply connecting to the Type-C port to start 

your conference in seconds thanks to a simple plug-and-play design. 

Software Compatibility

Compatible with Zoom, Microsoft Teams, WEBEX, Skype, and other 

popular video calling applications, easily access to different video 

conferencing.

Angle Adjustment (≤10°) to Back & FrontAngle Adjustment (≤10°) to Left & Right

Specifications
Camera

Camera Pixels: 8MP

FOV (D): 120

FOV (H): 110

FOV (V): 70

Focus type: FF

AI Function: Yes. Auto Framing

Microphone

Numbers: 2 Arrays

Voice pick up angle: 180 degree

Voice pick up distance: 0~4 meters

Other

Interface: USB2.0-TypeC*1

Certificate: RCM (Australia)

Warranty: 1 Year 

USB cable: USB 2.0 cable (type A to C); 1.5 meters; black


